
Tell Energy Consumers  
When Renewable Energy Peaks 
Sabreez has developed a consumer engagement tool to enable you to show when California’s electric power 
supply is cleanest each day, enhancing the value of your product or service. 

Now you can display a real time assessment of how much power is coming from wind and solar relative to electric power 
coming from fossil fuels with our patented1 Wind NumberTM and Solar BoostTM. Our application programming interface 
(API) built using the WattTime API helps your customers enjoy using cleaner energy today; or later in the week now that 
they know when energy is cleaner. 

California is leading the national transition to renewable energy. Solar and wind power only produce electric power when 
it’s sunny or windy, so the hourly electric power supply is balanced with fossil-fuel burning plants, which are not efficient in 
terms of energy consumption or cost to operate. Those costs are now getting passed through to consumers. The Wind 
Number and Solar Boost enable you to show the renewable energy supply in a consumer-friendly format in real time, 
through forecasting, through email and through direct messaging. 

The Wind Number and Solar Boost are the dynamic building blocks of consumer engagement around a message of When. 
The constant feedback of the Wind Number and Solar Boost serve as a gentle reminder of an opportunity to make a smart 
choice to save money using cleaner energy, either controlled manually or through automation made possible by your 
product or service.  Launched in California in 2014 as a game2, our first customers enjoyed competing to see who could 
use the cleanest energy, and sharing their success on Facebook. In 2016 the Wind Number was reintroduced as a daily 
clean energy forecast. Utility program managers consistently highlight the need for a positive environmental and social 
message to add value to time of use rates, and the Wind Number and Solar Boost deliver that message. 

Present the Wind Number and Solar Boost on your consumer-facing application to stimulate action. Our Daily Clean Energy 
ForecastTM can inform your customers of the best hours to use your service. The daily forecast is as familiar as the daily 
weather report, but for energy. 

Contact Sabreez when considering your next product upgrade and let us show you how to incorporate the Wind Number 
and Solar Boost into your consumer-facing application.

1. U.S. Patent No. 9,851,701, Issued December 26, 2017 
2. Sabreez introduced the Wind Number Game during the United States Department of Energy’s “Apps for Energy” contest in 2014. 
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